
Dear Colleagues,

As we are drawing close to the Terascale meeting, here is some information 
that might be of help.


- To reach the campus, the easiest way is via public transportation: either by 
tramway line A (stop “Cézeaux-Pellez”, direction “La Pardieu - Gare” 
coming from the city centre), or by bus line 13 (stop “Observatoire”, 
direction “Pérignat” coming from the city centre). There is also a public bike 
system in Clermont (“C.vélo”), with a parking dock close to the LPC. For 
those coming by car, there are public parkings in the Campus. 


- We attach the campus map, in which you can find the location of the 
Amphi Recherche, the bus/tram stops, the biking docks, as well as the 
public parkings; the public transportation plan of Clermont (highlighting 
the most convenient tram&bus stops) can be found in the webpage.


 

- The meeting will take place in the “Amphi Recherche”, a round building 

next to the entrance of the LPC; coffee & tea breaks will be held in a room 
across the central hall. 


- The workshop is hybrid (in presence + zoom), to allow participation of those 
who cannot attend in person - especially colleagues from non-french 
nodes. 


 

- We recall that COVID-19 measures will be in place, to try to keep all the 

participants as safe as possible. We remind you  that attendance is 
restricted to those having a valid European Green Pass; the use of mask is 
mandatory; distancing should be respected upon breaks and meals. 


- Wifi connection: eduroam is available, but if you encounter any problems, 
contact the organisers. 
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- The preliminary timetable has been prepared (check the webpage). If you 
are a speaker, we kindly ask you to upload your slides using the Indico 
system, preferably on the day before the presentation; in case of difficulty, 
contact the convenors of your session or the local organisers!


- On Tuesday 23rd, we have a joint GdR Appel - IRN Terascale session on 
the topic of "Wave Plasma Acceleration".  


- On the evening of Tuesday, November 23rd at 8pm, a dinner will be held at 
“Les grandes tables de la comédie”, 69 bis Bd François Mitterrand 
(lagrandecarrioledelacomedie.fr). It is easy to reach by tram or bus (tram A, 
bus lines 8 and 13), stop "Maison de la culture".


- If you are on a tight schedule (to reach the train station, ...), please contact 
the organisers; we can try to help out. 


Looking forward to welcoming you in Clermont-Ferrand, and Terascaling with 
you!


Jean Orloff, Romain Madar, Samuel Calvet, Andreas Goudelis,  
Ana Teixeira, Jonathan Kriewald and Emanuelle Pinsard 

  

https://www.lagrandecarrioledelacomedie.fr/

